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What Can the Extruder Do for YOU? 

 

A little history: 

The first available extruders were the Sculpey Clay Guns designed for softer, earthen clay.  To adapt this for polymer clay, 

homemade devices to aid in pushing the clay through abounded.  Also tips on cleaning the gun such as by baking it to remove 

clay debris were reported.  It is less than optimal and puts people off extruding.   A common use was popularized by Leigh Ross 

– extruding triangles of translucent in order to evenly pack her exquisite flower canes.  She taught this to our Guild in 2004. 

Squeeze trigger guns designed for Gum Paste or Marzipan (Sugarcraft gun) also came into use.  The handle was friendlier and 

the barrel a little larger.  One clayer (Tamila Darling) made discs from a shrink plastic to fit this gun allowing the user to extrude 

designer shapes.  (Darlin’ Designer discs are sadly no longer available.) 

The Makin’s Clay extruder (most people’s favorite) was introduced at the CHA in Jan of 2007.  This corresponds to the first (and 

only!) photos of  pieces made with extruded polymer clay in our Guild Flickr Photostream.  The iconic retro cane was the most 

frequent extrusion.  As clayers love to tinker, adapters to improve the ease of extrusion came about including the motorized 

version using an adapter for an electric drill (Bullens Wullens: http://www.polymerclaydaily.com/dreammachine.html or the 

homemade version using various sized chucks or socket wrenches: 

http://forums.delphiforums.com/n/main.asp?webtag=polymerclay&msg=70225.1&gid=2009904138.  

Around the same time, Wilma Yost at Artway Studios developed a larger barrel extruder to make maxi canes.  This went 

through several design iterations as the forces it needed to withstand are pretty large.  They needed engineering considerations 

to make the discs to avoid blow out.  The tool was modeled after a caulking gun and comes with a small barrel adapter as well.  

They now have a powerized version as well. http://artway.businesscatalyst.com/products/artway-tools/Extruders/hobby-

extruders   Both the Makin’s and the Artway Studios extruder have bead coring discs so you can extrude tube beads ready to 

string. 

If you look through our Photostream, it seems like a few (8 out of 1400 pictures!) tried out their new tool and then put it away.  

There was a resurgence of extruder use at Clayathon 2012 when Leslie Blackford taught her extruded feather cane.  It is 

featured in the Clayathon 2012 Set  on the wings of several of our birds and an odd duck by Lois.   

 

 

For more on using extruders and various clever adaptations (garlic press, cookie press, homemade tools and tricks) see 

http://www.glassattic.com/polymer/claygun.htm 

http://www.amazon.com/CK-Products-43-2500-Sugarcraft-Gun/dp/B002U0LEG2
http://www.polymerclaydaily.com/dreammachine.html
http://forums.delphiforums.com/n/main.asp?webtag=polymerclay&msg=70225.1&gid=2009904138
http://artway.businesscatalyst.com/products/artway-tools/Extruders/hobby-extruders
http://artway.businesscatalyst.com/products/artway-tools/Extruders/hobby-extruders
http://www.flickr.com/photos/papcg/sets/72157629954434002/
http://www.glassattic.com/polymer/claygun.htm
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Why did Sarah declare 2012 the Year of the Extruder? 

One reason, of course, is that I am given to hyperbole.  There were two important tutorials published in 2012 that changed how 

I see using the extruder in my art work. 

The first tutorial was by Bettina Welker.  She described how to control the output of her extruder to achieve an effect she 

dubbed:  The Pixelated Retro Blend Cane.  http://www.beadworx.de/2012/07/03/the-pixelated-retro-blend-cane/  This 

beautiful effect got many clayers to dust off their extruder! 

 

The second was a real eyeopener for me.  BJ of Knightwork  showed a surprising use of the extruder to reduce a spiral cane in 

her Border Cane Tutorial: http://knighttwork.blogspot.com/2012/05/bjs-border-cane-tutorial.html  

 

 

The concept of shrinking a cane was very engaging to me.  So I tried it out at Clay ConneCTion.  Here is 

an old purchased Sculpey Cane with a new life.   

 

I hope with the demos today we can show you some ways to think about what the extruder can do, and 

how it can be a useful tool for your artwork. 

http://www.beadworx.de/2012/07/03/the-pixelated-retro-blend-cane/
http://knighttwork.blogspot.com/2012/05/bjs-border-cane-tutorial.html
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-Ksw93Reldjw/T8EYCnrcALI/AAAAAAAACHk/zuUk7wEETqw/s1600/BorderTute1.JPG
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What exactly does the extruder do? 

Basically the extruder is a method of forcing the clay through a die of any shape resulting in a log of clay with the cross section 

of the same shape as the die.  Because of the properties of the clay, the material closest to the opening is forced out first and 

the clay behind is pushed through the middle.  When different colors are stacked together it results in a layering of colors like 

this: 

THIS packed into the extruder: 

 

 

 

Looks like this in when you slice into the log lengthwise after being extruded. 

 

 

 

So when you understand what is happening to the clay, you can control the outcome.  Interestingly, even with complex designs, 

if they are the same all the way through as with a traditional cane, the bulk of the extrusion has little distortion and the pattern 

of the cane is retained. 

What exactly can you do with extruded clay? 

To prepare for this demo, I put together a Pin Board on Pinterest that anyone can view without a Pinterest account.  If you need 

some inspiration after today’s demos check out:  http://pinterest.com/sarahsorlien/polymer-clay-extruder/.  As I looked at all 

these options and reflected back on past lessons, I started to categorize different functions of the extruder.  I am sure you can 

add some more, but here is where we will start. 

1.  What goes in the extruder:  solid color, discs of color, manipulated discs of colored clay, rolled skinner blend, marbled 

log, canes 

2. What comes out:   

a.  Solid, gradient or marbled strands to use as filigree, as a yarn substitute, or combined as a rope element.  

Strands can be reduced further to make micromosaic tiles 

b. Even extruded logs/shapes to be used as borders,  frames, to construct vessels,  with a coring attachment 

beads and channels for constructed jewelry can be formed directly. 

c. Perfect geometric or organic shapes for forming elements for canes – quilt, flower, kaleidoscope, QR code – 

the real pixellated cane. 

d. Extruded logs with a design element from their longitudinal section – op art 

e. Extruded logs with a design element from their cross section  - retro cane and variants, swirl cane, shapes 

for inlay, reduced canes (that are perfect for “fabric” or border canes) 

3. What else can you use it for: 

a. Making texture sheets 

b. Making stamps 

c. Lettering 

http://pinterest.com/sarahsorlien/polymer-clay-extruder/
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We hope this has given you some food for thought, and we look forward to seeing how you incorporate the extruder into your 

polymer clay art.  Pictures from today’s demos will be posted on the Guild Flickr site: http://www.flickr.com/photos/papcg/ 

 

 

NOTES: 

 

 

 
 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/papcg/

